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PROGRAM NOTES
Bach and Vivaldi: Two Giants Who Influenced Each Other
by Jeannette Sorrell
The relationship
between J.S.
Bach and
Antonio Vivaldi
is one of the
most fascinating
– and, I feel,
beautiful –
mysteries in
music history.
One living in
northern Europe
and the other in
the south, the
two composers
never met. And
yet, Bach’s music brims and overflows
with the ideas and influence of his
colleague to the south.

of J.S. Bach on the manuscripts, with
no mention of Vivaldi. Scholars in the
19th century did not at first understand
that these works were transcriptions
of pieces by Vivaldi; thus, the pieces
carry BWV numbers in the catalogue
of Bach’s works. This is what led Peter
Schickele, the comic and composer,
to remark that “Bach composed by
the light of the Vivaldi manuscripts
burning in the fireplace.”

Bach made an extraordinarily
thorough practice of studying and
transcribing Vivaldi’s music. Though
he also studied and transcribed works
of other composers whom he admired
– Buxtehude, Reinken, Pachelbel,
and others – Vivaldi’s work seemed
to obsess him the most. Bach’s seven
keyboard transcriptions of Vivaldi
violin concertos notably bear the name

For six years (1717-1723), J.S. Bach
led one of the two finest orchestras of
Germany. As music director at the
palace of Köthen, he presided over a
small but excellent band of musicians
who had formerly worked at the palace
of Berlin. Why did these star musicians
leave Berlin for the small and provincial
palace of Köthen? The answer was
basically politics. When a new prince

Bach and Vivaldi brought the genre
of the baroque concerto to its zenith.
In doing so, they were inspired by
two very special and very different
orchestras.
Small & Mighty:
Bach’s Orchestra in Köthen
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took the throne in Berlin, he slashed
the budget for the arts and laid off most
of the palace musicians. The prince of
Köthen, who loved music, heard about
this and seized the moment. And
so, eight or nine musicians and their
wagons of belongings made the trek
from Berlin to Köthen.
The Berlin-Köthen musicians inspired
in Bach an outpouring of virtuoso
compositions for small orchestra.
These pieces have become amongst the
most beloved orchestral works in the
world – the Brandenburg Concertos,
the orchestral suites, and the violin
concertos. Today, the town of Köthen
still celebrates its heritage as the
birthplace of these masterpieces of Bach.
Sadly for us, many of the pieces that
Bach wrote in Köthen are lost. Among
the many missing manuscripts is one
that most scholars believe surely existed:
a Violin Concerto in D Minor, which
would have been the original version
of the great Harpsichord Concerto in
D Minor, BWV 1052. Only Bach’s
later transcription of the piece as a
harpsichord concerto survives. Our
soloist and Artist-in-Residence,
Francisco Fullana, has closely studied
Bach’s manuscripts of the harpsichord
concerto and a related Cantata in order
to reconstruct the lost violin part.
The key of D Minor was often used by
18th-century composers (including
Mozart) for bold, dramatic concertos.
Bach’s D Minor Concerto lives up to
that expectation with fierce intensity.
The outer movements, both of which
use the ritornello form developed
by Vivaldi, require unflagging
concentration and nerve from the
soloist. There are two extensive
passages using the “bariolage” effect – a
violin technique in which moving notes
are rapidly alternated with repeated

notes – the repeated note being an
open string on the violin. Bariolage
can be reproduced on the harpsichord,
but it is much more naturally idiomatic
to the violin or the organ. The Bach
scholar Christoph Wolff has recently
suggested that the original version
of this concerto may actually have
been a solo organ piece rather than a
violin concerto, since the “extended
and extreme passagework” in the solo
part cannot be found in Bach’s three
surviving violin concertos. This is
true. However, we also know that
Bach surely wrote many more violin
concertos, which have not survived.
(For this we can thank Bach’s ne’erdo-well son, J.C.F. Bach, who sold off
his father’s manuscriptions one by one
whenever he needed money.) Thus,
the origin of this piece remains a
tantalizing mystery.
The middle movement of this concerto
is a haunting Adagio, full of rhetorical
and dramatic moments. Beginning
with a ground-bass theme played by
the orchestra in unison, this movement
becomes a poetic conversation between
the orchestra and the soloist. The
opening theme recedes to the cellos
and basses, where it repeats with
eternal inevitability as the soloist
soars in moody lines above it. This
compositional technique – a repeating
ground bass that begins as a unison
statement by the full strings – is one
that Bach apparently learned from
studying Vivaldi’s manuscripts. This
will become clear in the second half of
our program.
Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto no. 3,
also written for Köthen, is an exuberant
celebration of democracy in music. The
piece is scored for ten solo string players
who toss themes back and forth as in a
tennis match. Written for the leading
virtuoso string players of 18th-century
continued

Germany, it remains a thrilling workout
for any ensemble today. The piece uses
both texture and form in unprecedented
ways, blending the solo concerto and
group concerto (concerto grosso) forms.
Bach wrote two substantial movements,
but left the players to improvise a
transitional second movement, for
which he provided only two chords.
The contrapuntal complexity of the
outer movements (far exceeding the
concertos of Vivaldi) is one of the
qualities that makes us feel we hear
something new and different each time
we listen. Above all, there is a sense
of exhilaration that all of us feel from
performing it. Some of that is due to
sheer virtuosity.
Young & Passionate:
Vivaldi’s Orchestra in Venice
While Bach was writing his concertos
for the most seasoned professional
musicians of Germany, Vivaldi took
his inspiration from a very different
kind of orchestra. In fact, Vivaldi
was writing for a youth orchestra in
Venice – the most famous female youth
orchestra the world has known.
An orchestra of girls? How did this
happen?
Vivaldi, a former priest, was the music
master at the prestigious Ospedale
della Pietà in Venice – an orphanage
for girls, most of whom were
illegitimate daughters of the nobility.
The orphanage was a kind of music
conservatory with an outstanding
orchestra. Vivaldi’s weekly concerts
with his all-girl band of orphans
became famous, drawing wealthy
tourists from across Europe.

In writing hundreds of concertos for the
Pietà orchestra, Vivaldi was the great
developer of ritornello form – the form
that became the model for concertowriting by all European composers of
the century, including Bach. The Italian
word “ritornello” means something that
returns. The same word is used to mean
the refrain in pop music – and indeed,
Vivaldi’s ritornellos convey the bold and
driving sense of rhythm that is more
commonly associated with pop music.
Like pop composers today, Vivaldi was
writing for teenagers. For this reason,
I think he infused his concertos with
youthful energy that often resembles
rock n’ roll.
The Concerto in A minor for Two
Violins from Vivaldi’s extraordinary
collection, L’Estro armónico, opens
with a bold ritornello and fiery solo
writing. In the second movement,
Vivaldi presents a seemingly timeless
ritornello. Just as Bach did in his
Violin Concerto in D minor, Vivaldi
introduces this theme in the full
orchestra in unison, then moves it into
the upper strings where it becomes an
inexorable ground-bass that repeats
with a sense of eternity. The two solo
violins improvise above it like angels.
I think of this poetic movement as the
eternal motion of the planets in the
cosmos. The spell is broken when the
bold third movement erupts, full of
wild and virtuosic writing for the two
soloists.
Whether or not Bach ever burned any
Vivaldi manuscripts, we hope that the
fire of these concertos by two giants
will warm you and keep you filled with
inspiration.
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